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A general agreement in readers’ reaction to
it, irrespective of their own political leaning
Salon: Comey firing coverage shows right-wing
media has lost it’s grip on reality [url]

FoxNews: @seanhannity: “The real reason that President
#Trump fired James Comey is because the former
@FBI Director was incompetent.” [url]
NYTimes: He was fired by President Trump.
Where does James Comey go next? [url]
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Audience leaning based features
outperform prior publisher and
content based features.
Reuters: Trump ordered emergency
meeting after global cyber
attack: oﬃcial [url]

CNN: Michelle Obama criticizes
Trump administration’s school
lunch policy [url]
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Empirical study of consensus of news posts

•
High
&
low
consensus
posts
cover
similar
• topics
High
consensus
posts
provide
more
cross• cutting exposure to views than low
High & low consensus posts are equally
popular

consensus post.
Details in the paper.
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Experimental Evaluation
Classifier
Logistic Regression
Linear SVM
Naive Bayes
Random Forest

Publisher based (P)
0.58 ±0.008
0.58 ±0.008
0.59 ±0.007
0.58 ±0.008

Different feature categories
Tweet based (T)
P and T
Audience leaning based (A)
0.58 ±0.008
0.68 ±0.009
0.72 ±0.012
0.58 ±0.008
0.68 ±0.009
0.72 ±0.012
0.57 ±0.015
0.60 ±0.01
0.66 ±0.015
0.57 ±0.01
0.64 ±0.01
0.67 ±0.015

P, T, and A
0.72 ±0.011
0.72 ±0.011
0.66 ±0.012
0.67 ±0.017

Table 6: Average accuracies and 90% confidence intervals for different categories of features used for predicting consensus of
news tweets. Our proposed audience leaning based features perform best for this news post consensus classification task.
When we combine publisher and tweet based features, there
is improvement in performance.
Next, we examine the performance of our proposed audience leaning based features and find it to perform the best
amongst the three categories of features. Digging deeper,
we find that we correctly classified 74% of high consensus
tweets and 70% of low consensus tweets. We find 2 distance between the repliers’ and retweeters’ leaning distribution to be the most important feature, matching the intuition
we built earlier in the paper. In fact, even when we combine the three categories of features, we do not find a performance gain over using the audience leaning based features alone. This is because when we inspect the 10 most
important features out of all the categories, the top 7 most
important features (highlighted in Table 5 in blue) are from
our proposed category of audience leaning based features,
highlighting how ideally suited they are for our consensus

Democrat-leaning media outlets during the last one week.6
Users can also view both high and low consensus posts
posted by individual publishers.7
In future, we plan to conduct a large scale characterization
study of news posts and publishers on social media, and to
evaluate the impact of showing high consensus news posts
on the users. We believe that our work on identifying high
consensus news posts could be integrated with different information retrieval mechanisms on social media, and could
be useful for designing mechanisms for mitigating filter bubble and echo chambers, for reducing fragmentation in news
consumption, and for encouraging healthy debate on diverse
issues on social media platforms.
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